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MODULARITY*

Ann Kathleen Farmer
University of Arizona

The "passive construction" has been a focus of concern for transfor-
mational grammarians in part at least because it seems intuitively correct
to relate the "passive" sentence to an "active" counterpart. The nature
of the rule(s) that characterize the active /passive relation have changed.
We have seen, in English anyway, a move away from the type of passive
transformation proposed in Chomsky 1957. One of the trends has been to
"decompose" the passive, attributing the differences between the passive
and the active to independent yet interacting principles of the grammar
(cf Chomsky 1980b, 1981). There is then no passive "rule." Japanese is
an interesting case in which to explore the potential of a "modular"
approach to passive. In this paper we will outline some of the assump-
tions that underly a "nonmodular" account. After questioning the
assumptions of these earlier accounts an alternative paradigm will be
offered. It will be shown that a heretofore problematic aspect of the
passive is no longer a problem.

1. Since Kuroda's 1965 MIT dissertation: Generative Grammatical
Studies in the Japanese Language, transformational grammarians have
turned much of their attention in Japanese to the problem of accounting
for the syntax of morphologically complex verbs, the distribution of the
case particles: gá, ni, o, and identifying the possible antecedents for
the reflexive pronoun "zibun." The investigation of these three issues
was carried out within a standard theory framework. Phrase structure
rules, coupled with lexical insertion, define the base. This "deep"
structure was then subjected to a series of transformations of several
types: cyclic case marking rules, deletion rules, predicate raising,
raising of NP, reflexivization, etc. The following are some of the
critical assumptions which in large part determined the character of
the analyses that were developed to account for various constructions
in Japanese.

(i) Derivational word formation occurs at surface structure
following the "syntactic" transformations.

(ii) PS rules specify the number of overt arguments a verb may
have (i.e., upper limit).

(iii) Grammatical relations are defined configurationally.

(iv) A rule of scrambling converts the "basic" word order of the
clause into numerous permutations thereof, always keeping the verb to
the right.
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Kuno (1973) offers an account of passive within this framework that
utilizes a single transformational rule that maps an active sentence onto
its passive counterpart.

(1) Kuno (1973:349 -350)

"Place the direct object or dative NP in subject position, and place
the original subject NP after it with ni(yotte) attached."

The Passive rule, (1), would derive (3) from (2):

(2) Taroo -wa Hanako-o korosi -ta

top acc kill -past

'Taro killed Hanako.'

(3) Hanako-wa Taroo ni (yotte) koros- are -ta.
top by kill- passive -past

'Hanako was killed by Taro.'

Given that the -(r)are in (3) is not present in (2) we must assume
that (1) also introduces this verbal suffix, placing it after the verb
koros-. An unspecified word formation process combines koros- and
-Ware to yield the morphologically complex verb, korosare -. Kuno,

among others, noticed that (1) as it stands makes an incorrect predic-
tion when used to passivize causative verbs that are morphologically
complex. The examples in (4a -c) illustrate the problem.

(4) Taroo -wa Hanako-ni sono inu -o kaw- ase -ta.

top dat that dog -acc buy- cause -past

'Taro made Hanako buy that dog.'

b. Hanako -wa Taroo -ni sono inu -o kaw -ase- rare -ta.

top dat that dog -acc buy -cause -passive -past

'Hanako was made by Taro to buy that dog.'

c. *Sono inu -wa Taroo -ni Hanako -ni kaw -ase- rare -ta.

that dog -top dat dat buy -cause -passive -past

In (4b) the ni- marked NP has been subjectivized, whereas in (4c) the
o- marked NP has been subjectivized. (4c) is ungrammatical. Kuno has
proposed the following condition to rule out sentence (4c) (restated in
1978):

(5) "Passive cannot subjectivize an NP that used to be a constituent
of a sentence embedded in the sentence to which the rule applies."

At the time passive applies the structure is as in (6) below:

(6)
S

NP NP NP V
-----"--,

Taroo-ga Hanako-ni sono inu-o
VV

I
I

kaw (s)ase
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The condition in (5) is recalling an earlier stage in the derivation.
This stage is exemplified in (7).

(7) S1

NP NP V
1 1

Taroo Hanako (s)ase
s,

NP NP V
1 I 1

Hanako inu kaw

-Inu is an NP "...that used to be a constituent of a sentence, (S2),
embedded in the sentence, (S11), to which the rule applies." Therefore,
according to (5) inu cannot be subjectivized. We will be returning to
this problem in section 3.

In the next section we will discuss recent work that suggests an
important set of alternative assumptions on which to base analyses.

2. In recent years we have seen the emergence of generative morphology.
Since Chomsky's "Remarks on Nominalization" (1970) and Halle's "Prole-
gomena to a Theory of Word Formation" (1973), several linguists have turned
their efforts towards organizing the lexicon. One of the major questions
has been: what word formation processes are the province of the syntax
and which are processes to be accounted for in the lexicon? The first
move (cf Chomsky 1970) was to place all derivational word formation in
the lexicon, distinct from syntactic processes. Aronoff (1976) in line
with Chomsky, regards derivational morphology as belonging to the domain
of "lexical category" (i.e., the lexicon) regardless of compositionality.
According to both Chomsky and Aronoff inflection, which contains "purely
grammatical markers" (cf Aronoff, 1976:2) is distinct from derivational
morphology in that it is dealt with in the syntax and is "paradigmatic."
This distinction has been recently challenged. We will not be going
into this matter here and refer the reader to Lieber (1980) for a complete
discussion.

A theory which incorporates the above claim, that derivational word
formation is the province of the lexicon and not the syntax, must determine
the status of the causative and passive morphemes sase and rare respectively.
Is sase a verb or verbal affix? According to "traditional" analyses, sase
is a verb and is subcategorized to take a tenseless sentential complement.
The structure, however, does not remain complex. The verb of the sentential
complement is raised up into the higher clause and made a sister to sase.
This verb and sase became a single -- albeit complex- -verb. Though sase is
a verb, it is quite unlike the others in that it must be bound to another
verb. Sase does not occur as an independent verb (but cf Kuroda this
volume for an argument to the contrary), therefore, it is not enough to
say that only a sentential complement is required since the verb in the
embedded sentence and sase are phonologically a single word. Hence, the
motivation for predicate raising in the standard theory analyses, (cf
structures in examples (6) & (7)).
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The above process seems to be a case of derivational word formation
and is precisely the kind of case Chomsky and Aronoff relegate to the
lexicon. We will then interpret the dependent or bound property of sase
as indicating that it is a verbal suffix and not a verb. We will adopt
Lieber's notation to express sase's bounded nature.

(8) c cl

where 'c' is some category

The subcategorization frames, not to be confused with syntactic
" subcategorization," express the affix's dependencies on stems of par-
ticular categories. Adopting this method of encoding the dependency of
sase on a verb entails calling it a verbal suffix. It cannot be inserted
into the syntactic tree as an independent verb. By this route we have to
say that the word formation of kaw+ase is accomplished before lexical
insertion.

The consequences of such a move are that the complexity of the
syntactic tree is severly curtailed, and that we do not assume that
V+sase and V +rare are formed after lexical insertion (cf assumption (i)).

Now let us turn to the second assumption:

(ii) The PS rules specify the number of overt arguments a verb
may have (i.e., upper limit).

The phenomenon that brings the above assumption into question is the
generation of dative noun phrases in the causative construction. Notice
the following sentences with varying numbers of "embeddings."

(9) Instransitive verb ko- 'come':

a. Hanako -ga isya -ni /o ko- sase -ta.

nom doctor -dat /acc come -cause -past

'Hanako let /made the doctor come.'

b. ?Taroo -ga Hanako -ni isya -ni /o ko- sase -sase -ta.

nom dat doctor -dat /acc come -cause -cause -past

'Taro let (made) Hanako let /make the doctor come.'

c. *Yooko -ga Taroo -ni Hanako -ni isya -ni /o ko- sase -sase -sase -ta.

nom dat dat doctor -dat /acc come -3xcause -past

'Yoko let (made) Taro let (make) Hanako let /make the doctor come.'

(10) Transitive verb koros- 'kill':

a. ? ?Taro -ga

nom

'Taro let

b. *Yooko -ga

nom

'Yoko let
the child.

Hanako -ni isya -ni kodomo -o koros -ase- sase -ta.

dat doctor -dat child -acc kill- cause -cause -past

(made) Hanako let (make) the doctor kill the child.'

Taroo -ni Hanako -ni isya -ni kodomo -o koros- ase -sàse- sase -ta.

dat dat dat child -acc kill - 3xcause -past

(made) Taro let (make) Hanako let (Make) the doctor kill
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(11) Transitive verb with Dative Object age- 'give':

a. ?Taroo -ga isya -ni Hanako -ni kusuri-o age -sase -ta.

nom doctor -dat dat medicine -acc give- cause -past

'Taro let (made) the doctor give Hanako the medicine.'

b. *Taroo -ga isya -ni Yooko -ni Hanako -ni kusuri -o age -sase -sase -ta.

nom dat dat dat medicine -acc give- 2xcause -past

'Taro let (made) the doctor let (make) Yoko give the medicine to
Hanako.'

The productive nature of the bound suffix sase whether its productive-
ness is characterized via multiplicity of syntactic embeddings or through
productive word formation, raises certain important questions concerning
the role of the PS component. In the above sentences several observations
can be made foremost of which is that the judgements indicate that the
"ungrammaticality" of (lib) cannot be due to the number of sase's since
(9b), which has two sase's as well is not nearly so bad as (lib). A
seemingly reasonable tack to take would be to say that the bad sentences
simply have too many arguments. If that is the direction one chooses to
go in then one can see immediately that the traditional analysis cannot
involve the PS component to do this. However, if these sentences are
not "ungrammatical" the assumption that the PS rules should express verb/
argument dependencies is thrown into question since in the traditional
analysis, by virtue of the recursive capability of the PS component, no
limit can be set on the number of overt arguments appearing in super-
ficially simple clauses. This raises the question; should there even
be the expression of the dependency between verbs and arguments in the
PS component since this dependency cannot be expressed for all verbs?
I will take the position that the PS component does not play this role,
consequently sentences (9) -(l1) are all well formed. Verb /argument
dependencies must be expressed somehow and since we no longer employ
the PS component for this purpose we will depend on the verb itself to
determine the number of arguments that can occur in its domain. The
line being pursued here is very similar in spirit to Chomsky (1981b).

Before we are able to discuss assumptions (iii) & (iv) we must
outline some aspects of our alternative theory since it is only then
that the need to question these assumptions even arises.

3. Recall that we have rejected the assumption that the PS rules
specify the number of arguments a verb may have. Suppose, alternatively,
that the PS rule, for Japanese, projects node -markers which do not have
any categorial content, but are associated with an exponent. The expo-
nent represents the level of structure. The head in each expansion is
identified by the reduction in the exponent:

(12)

Where X is the head.
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(12) .

(13)

(13) is an example of a well formed syntactic tree as defined by

A lexical item is inserted into the tree under a node, X. Any
lexical item can be inserted under any node, X. The nodes receive their
categorial content from the lexical item itself via feature climbing.
Feature climbing procedes as follows:

(14) [aF] climbs up to Xx, where F = feature(s) of the lexical
item.

In the sentence Taroo -wa Hanako-o mi -ta, 'Taro saw Hanako', the
features would climb up in the following manner:

(15) a.

b.

X

X X V

11)I

I

V

mi-ta
N ] N see-past

Taroo-ga Hanako-o
nom acc

I C,
a

1N

N [ ]

I mi-ta
N N

Taroo-ga Hanako-o

Now I would like to turn to some of the consequences of the above
proposal. Two ramifications are that we must come to terms with the last
two assumptions of the traditional analysis mentioned in section 1.
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(iii) Grammatical relations are defined configurationally in Japanese.

(iv) There is a "basic" word order of a clause. Word order varia-

tions are accounted for by a scrambling rule.

Concerning (iv), the notion of a "basic" word order cannot be defined
by the base component. The order of constituents is arbitrary, consequently
our theory of the nature of the PS component eliminates the necessity of a

scrambling rule. The following "scrambled" sentences would be accounted for
without a scrambling rulel:

(16) a. Taroo -wa Hanako -ni hon -o age -ta.

top dat book -acc give -past

'Taro gave a book to Hanako.'

b. Hon -o Hanako -ni Taroo -wa age -ta.

c. Hanako -ni hon -o Taroo -wa age -ta.

d. Hon -o Taroo -wa Hanako -ni age -ta.

(and any other permutation you can think of)

The above examples would be derived in the following way in the theory
proposed in Farmer (1980);

(17) Basic Structure (for all the above sentences)

(18) Lexical Insertion (and feature climbing)2

a.

b.

ÇI
N

N N

V-/
1 ?

age-ta

Taroo -ga Hanako -ni hon -o

N N N V --'

N N N
age-ta

i 'r
Hon-o Hanako-ni Taroo-ga
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C.

d.

g N N -V -f
'

N '- N N age-ta

'r fi
Hanako -ni hon -o Taroo-ga

r
( I

N ° N V --
(

'` N N L N age-ta

T T
Hon -o Taroo -ga Hanako-ni

It is interesting to note that independent work by Whitman (1980)
establishes, in my view, reasons for not admitting a rule such as
scrambling into the grammar. Also, work by Akira Kurahone (cf this
volume) is an attempt to account for sentences (16a -d) without a
scrambling rule.

We turn now to. a very important assumption of the traditional
analysis and that is that grammatical relations are defined config-
urationally. Notions like subject and object have played an important
role in the area of case marking and in determining antecedent possi-
bilities. Subject is defined as leftmost NP of S (i.e., [NP,SJ),
object as the first non -subject to the left of the verb and indirect
object as the second NP of three NP's. The following are Kuno's
case marking transformations (1973:330):

(19) a. Indirect Object Marking: Attach ni to the second of three
unmarked NP's (noun phrases), that
is, the NP's that do not yet have
a particle.

b. Subject Marking: Attach za to the subject NP.

c. Object Marking: Attach o to the first non -subject
unmarked NP to the left of the
main verb if it is [- stative],
and if it is [ +stative].

Reference to subject has also been made by way of labeling the NP
that "triggers" reflexivization as the "subject." The notion subject
was utilized since case marking proves to be inadequate. It has often
been noticed that a one -to -one correspondence does not exist between
the nominative case marked NP's and NP's that can be an antecedent for
the reflexive pronoun zibun. Sentences (20a &b) illustrate the inadequacy
of appealing to case.
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(20) a. Taroo -ga Hanako,-ga zibun no guruupu -de itiban suki da.
nom 3nom self ' 's group -in best fond be

'Taro likes Hanako the best in self's (Taro's) group.'

b. Taroo
r

-ga Hanako -o zibun. no ie -e ik- ase -ta.

nom acc self
10

s's house -at go- cause -past

'Taro made Hanako go to self's (Taro's or Hanako's) house.

In (20a) a nominative NP, (Hanako ga), cannot be an antecedent for
zibun, and in (20b) an accusative NP, (Hanako o), can be an antecedent
for zibun. However, if one appeals to a structural or configurational
definition of "subject" then the possible antecedents in (20a &b) can be
identified as the "leftmost NP of S" given the configurations in (21):

(21) a. [STarooiga Hanakoj-ga zibun.,*j no guruupu-de itiban suki da]

b. [STarooi-ga [SHanakoj-o zibun. no ie-e ik] ase]
,j

The clause is the domain for defining "leftmost NP." In (21a) there
is only one such NP while in (21b) there are two "leftmost NP's" since
there are two clauses, i.e., one embedded in the other.

Concerning reflexivization, it has most often been assumed that it is
a syntactic phenomenon and that the bound verbalizing morphemes sase and
rare are "higher" verbs; the "abstract" subject -- Hanako o --in (20b) can
then be easily represented in deep structure (cf (21b)). While it appears,
at first, adequate to appeal simply to structural configuration, it turns
out to be an overgeneralization. The example below illustrates the case
where not all "leftmost NP's" of S can be antecedents.

(22) a. [STarooi wa [SHanakoj -o zibuni,j no ie -e ik] ase] ( =(21b))

b. Hanako -wa Taroo. -ni zibun no ie -e ik -ase- rare -ta.

"'top ldat self *i'j 's house -to go- cause- passive -past

'Hanako was made by Taro to go to self's (Hanako's) house.'

Taroo -wa in (22a), while a subject, cannot be an antecedent for zibun
once passive has applied. One of the solutions to this problem employs
extrinsic rule ordering with the cyclic reflexivization rule, following
passivization (cf Kuno 1973, 1978).

So, it doès appear that the notion "subject" plays a role in various
phenomena (cf also Oshima 1979 and his disjoint reference rule). However,
given the nature of the base in the theory we are considering here it is
incoherent to define subject configurationally. Notice that if we did so
the subjects in (16a -d) would be Taroo -o, Nono -o, Hanako -ni and hon -o
respectively. Therefore, we can no longer maintain assumption (iii)
(i.e., Grammatical relations are defined configurationally). In Farmer
(1980) the relevant level for identifying "subject" was at the level of
lexical structure. This lexical structure was called the Propositional
Argument Structures (henceforth PAS). These structures will figure
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crucially in our account of passive. The account of "passive" that will
be proposed here does not utilize a passive rule of the standard theory
type. The passive, it is suggested, is a construction whose nature can
be attributed to independent yet interacting principles and components
of the grammar. What follows is a brief discussion of these components
and principles that yield both active and passive sentences in Japanese.
A fuller description is found in Farmer (1980).

Propositional Argument Structures (PAS):

Each verb has associated with it a propositional argument structure
(PAS). This corresponds, in part, to Ostler's functional structure
representations in that it supplies the information regarding the argu-
ment requirements of a given verb (cf Marantz also in this volume). The
PAS's differ from Functional Structures in at least two important ways:
(i) no semantic decomposition is involved (e.g., the PAS for koros 'kill'
is not the same as the PAS for sinase 'cause to die') and (ii) operators
which bind other argument positions are not utilized. An argument position
corresponds to a thematic role. The following are the PAS's for aruk
'walk', tabe 'eat' and age 'give'.

(23) a. ( aruk) intransitive

b. ( tabe) transitive

c. ( age) di- transitive

The thematic roles associated with the argument positions for, say
age 'give', are:

(24) (agent goal theme age)

These argument positions are arranged in linear order. Reference to
"leftmost" position is actually reference to agent in (24) above. The
bound verbalizing morphemes (e.g., causative sase, rare, etc.) also have
PAS's:

(25) ( ( ) sase) causative

The position indicated by ( ) is to be filled by the PAS of another
predicate:

(26) ( ( aruk) sase)

'S' Assignment:

These structures (cf (26)) are complex, not unlike the deep structures
of causatives in the standard theory analyses. It is on these structures
that the subject of a proposition is identified:

(27) Assign the diacritic 'S' to the primary (i.e., leftmost) argument
position in a PAS.

e.g. (agent theme tabe)
S
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This 'S' rule applies te a new PAS (i.e., derived argument structures)
at the time of the formation of that PAS:

(28) ( (

S S

tabe) sase)

Noun phrases that link up to an argument that is marked with the 'S'
diacritic can be an antecedent for zibun.

Grammatical Case Linking:

Argument positions in a PAS are associated with the grammatical case
particles ga, ni and o, by the following rules:

(29) Regular Rule

a. Link leftmost 'S': GA

b. Link rightmost argument: 0

c. Elsewhere link: NI

The following surface case arrays are accounted for by these rules
(the order used here reflects the "preferred" word order):

(30) a. NPga

b. NPga NPo

c. NPga NPni NPo

d. NPga NPni NPni* NPo

The case arrays correspond to the following types of sentences:

(31) NPga

a. Mary -ga arui -ta

nom walk -past

'Mary walked.'

(32) NPga NPo

a. Mary -ga okasi -o tabe -ta.

nom cake -acc eat -past

'Mary ate the cake.'

(intransitive)

(transitive, simple verb)

b. Mary -ga nihongo -o hanas -e -ru. (potential, derived verb)
nom Japanese -acc speak -potential -pres

'Mary can understand Japanese.'

c. Taroo -ga Mary -o aruk- ase -ta.

nom acc walk -cause -past

'Taro made Mary walk.'

(0- causative, derived verb)
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(33) NPga NPni NPo

a. Taroo -ga Mary -ni hon -o age -ta.

nom dat book -acc give -past

'Taro gave Mary the book.'

(di- transitive)

(34) NPga NPni NPni NPo

a. John -ga Taroo -ni (yotte) Mary -ni okasi -o tabe -sase- rare -ta.

nom dat by dat cake -acc eat- cause -passive -past

'John was adversely affected by Taro making Mary eat cake.'

Our theory now involves the following assumptions:

(35) (i) Derivational word formation takes place prior to lexical insertion.

(ii) The PS rules project categorically empty nodes, specifying only
depth of structure and location of the head.

(iii) 'Subject' is defined at the level of the PAS.

(iv) Case assignment is done at the level of the PAS.

Clearly there are features of this theory that are similar to the tra-
ditional analysis. Most importantly this theory also utilizes a complex
structure for tabe -sase upon which the grammatical relation "subject" is
identified. One could say that this theory has only managed to relabel
the brackets of the structure and that the scrambling result is not a
cogent enough argument in favor of acknowledging the moves we have taken.
Is there empirical evidence that can be brought in to help choose between
the two? For this evidence we will return to the passive construction.
Recall the problem exemplified in example (4a -c). The question was how
to prevent the passive rule from subjectivizing the direct object of a
morphologically complex causative verb. The passive rule was defined
over a level of representation that does not distinguish between the
direct object of a simple verb such as atae ('award') and the direct
object of a causative verb. The direct object of atae can subjectivize,
while, as we have noted, the direct object of kawase ('cause to buy')
cannot. Since the level over which the passive rule is defined does
not provide the relevant information for distinguishing between these
two direct objects a "condition" (cf (5)) is brought into the picture.
This condition has the property of harkening back to an earlier stage
in the derivation, retrieving crucial information about the NP in
question which cannot be read off of the later structure. Therefore,
a proper characterization of the above phenomenon can only be accom-
plished if a distinction can be made between simple three place propo-
sitions and derived three place propositions. Sono syoo -o in (36) can
can be subjectivized (i.e., marked ) while hon -o in (37) cannot be.

(36) Taroo -wa Hanako -ni sono syoo -o atae -ta.

top dat that prize -acc award -past

'Taro awarded that prize to Hanako.'

(37) Taroo -wa Hanako -ni sono hon -o yom- ase -ta.

top dat that book -acc read -cause -past

'Taro made Hanako read that book.'
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What follows is an alternative account of the passive versions of
(36) and (37). We move our account from the "syntactic" domain to the
domain of the lexicon and lexical structure. The PAS's of (36) and (37)
are (38) and (39) respectively.

(38) ( atae)

(39) ( ( yom) ase)

After 'S' assignment these representations look like:

(38)' ( atae)

S

(39)1 ( ( yom) ase)
S S

When the passive morpheme -rare is attached to a verb stem the left-
most subject, 'S', is zilched. In effect the passive rule simply says that
the primary subject cannot be subject.

(40) Passive:

When V V+ rare the leftmost 'S' ==> O.

The result will end up being that the verb appears to be detransitivized.
If the passive -rare is attached to the above verbs, atae and yomase, (41)
and (42) result:

(41) (( atae) rare)

0

(42) (( ( yom) ase) rare)

0 S

The contrast between these two argument structures is clear. In (41)
there is no 'S' while in (42) there is, in fact, an 'S' present. The 'S'
principle will not apply in (42) because the one case -marking argument of
sase is zilched. The principle will not apply in the embedded proposition
since it already has an 'S', hence nothing happens. The following is a
restatement of the 'S' principle.

(43) Principle of 'S assignment:

Assign 'S' to the primary argument (i.e., agent /most active
participant). If this argument cannot be a subject for some
reason (i.e., if it is 0), then assign 'S' to any other case
assigned argument. (Each PAS is subject to this principle;
that is, both the innermost and outermost PAS's are subject
to the principle.)

Thus, (43) must apply in (41) given that there is no 'S' and that there
must be an 'S' in a proposition if there can be one.
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(44) (( atae) rare)
0

(43) assign 'S': ((

0 s

or: ((

0 S

atae) rare)

atae) rare)

The PAS in (42) already has an 'S', therefore (43) will not apply.
The grammatical case linking rules, (29), now apply:

(45) a. (( atae) rare)
0 S

(26) a: (( GA atae) rare)
0 S

b: (( GA 0 atae) rare)

0 s

c: (( NI GA 0 atae) rare)
0 S

b. ( ( atae) rare)
0 S

(46) ((

(26) a: (( GA atae) rare)

0 S

b: does not apply because the rightmost argument is
already case -marked.

c: (( NI NI GA atae) rare)
0 S

0 S
yom) ase) rare)

(26) a: (( (GA yom) ase) rare)
0 S

b: (( (GA 0 yom) ase) rare)
0 S

c: ((NI (GA 0 yom) ase) rare)
0 S

(45a &b) and (46) correspond to sentences (47a &b) and (48a):

X47) a, Hanako -ga Taroo -ni sono syoo -o atae- rare -ta.

nom dat that award -acc give -passive -past

'Hanako was awarded that prize by Taro.'
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b. Sono syoo -ga Taroo -ni (yotte) Hanako -ni atae- rare -ta.
nom dat by dat give- passive -past

'That prize was awarded to Hanako by Taro.'

(48) a. Hanako -ga Taroo -ni sono hon -o yom -ase- rare -ta.

nom dat that book -acc read -cause -passive -past

'Hanako was made to read that book by Taro.'

b. *Sono hon -ga Taroo -ni ( yotte) Hanako -ni yom -ase- rare -ta.

nom dat by dat read -cause -passive -past

The argument position occupied by bono -o cannot be subjectivized
(i.e., receive nominative case) because it is in a PAS that has a subject
that was not zilched by the "passive" rule, therefore, the 'S' principle
will not be 'activated.' Without being the leftmost 'S' in a PAS an
argument cannot be assigned nominative case.3

Conclusion:

Our account of passive does not involve a single rule that does
everything: attach suffix, move object to subject position -- reassign
case, move subject -- reassign case, etc. Rather this account of passive
is a collection of processes; that is, it involves a system where sub-
parts operate independently of each other. It is not until after the
interaction of these components that the "passive" is complete. Hence
it is a modular account.
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FOOTNOTES

1In some of the example sentences the subject is marked -wa, (i.e.,
topic). For the purposes of this discussion understand -wa marked NPs
as being "underlyingly" marked -1 in order to avoid confusion.

2We have only shown instances of lexical items that are compatible
with the structure they are embedded in. Cases of incompatibility raises
the question of overgeneration that is inherent in the interaction of the
above PS rules and context -free lexical insertion. In a theory that in-
corporates a PS component that projects only categorically unspecified
nodes, the lexical item (cf the propositional argument structures in the
next section) necessarily plays an important role in defining the nature
of its constituents. With- respect to overgeneration we suggest that
these structures will be ruled out, in part, based on a condition either like
Freidin (1978) or Chomsky (1980). Freidin defines notions like "Functional
Relatedness" and "Functional Uniqueness" (1978:537):
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(12) Functional Relatedness

In a sentence Si, each lexical NP with nonull
semantic content must fill some argument position
in the logical form of Si.

(13) Functional Uniqueness

In a sentence Si, no lexical NP may fill more
than one argument position of any given predicate
in the logical form of Si.

Chomsky, (1980b), proposes a condition he calls the "9- Criterion."
Roughly, the 9- criterion, which is a condition on D- structures, is
" ..that every 9 -role determined by the lexical entries in the D- structures
must be filled by some lexical expression, and that each lexical expression
must fill exactly one 9 -role, where we take a 'lexical expression' to be a
major category (NP, S, etc.) that contains lexical elements and is not an
'idiom chunk', ...Thus,...each NP fills exactly one 9 -role and each 9 -role
is filled. The assumption that the D- structures meet the 9- criterion plays
a role in eliminating the need for base rules, apart from language- specific
idíosyncracies." So, a condition like the 9- criterion or notions like
Functional Relatedness and Functional Uniqueness take us part way in ruling
out ill- formed /overgenerated structures. For example, a structure that
consisted only of NP's would be ill- formed and ruled out by the 9- criterion
since the "lexical expressions" (i.e., the NP's) would not be associated
with 9- roles.

3For an account of this problem in the Government Binding framework
see Chomsky 19.81b Chapter 2.




